We have.......  

- Been on a bear hunt, reading the story and creating our own story maps.
- Watched eggs that arrived in nursery and hatch into dinosaurs, this promoted discussions around initially what they could be and then how we could look after them.
- Used careful counting skills to count dinosaurs.
- Learnt about rhyming words, listening to stories called ‘Oi Dog’ and ‘Oi Frog’ to support this.
- Explored the forest, building nests and making dinosaur food.
- Painted pictures of dinosaurs, thinking about colour and shape.
- Used the language of size to compare different dinosaurs.
- Practised our jumping skills during our P.E sessions.
- Listened to a story called ‘Tom and the Dinosaur’ working out how we could rescue them from an island.

At home....

- Challenge your child to continue a rhyming string, hat, cat, mat......
- Continue to share your child’s library book asking questions such as what do you think will happen next?
- Challenge your child to count some objects, such as toys, fruit in the fruit bowl.
- Discuss plants/flowers you see as you walk to school.

We have an Easter Bonnet parade scheduled for the last week of term a letter will follow.
Have a lovely weekend

Nursery Team